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Report on "Our Neighbourhood" Festival 2015 

 
Introduction 
The third "Our Neighbourhood" Festival was organised by the BCRNP 
Communications & Engagement Group and was held in May.  This paper 
looks back at the festival and sets out a light touch evaluation.  
 
Recommendation 
For information only. 
 
Festival Aims 
The aims of the festival were: 

- to increase awareness of the Neighbourhood Partnership and other 
community groups/activities; 

- to encourage people’s engagement in and contribution towards the 
wellbeing of their neighbourhood - helping it to improve; 

- to create opportunities for people to get to know other local people, and 
learn about and celebrate our neighbourhood and what it has to offer. 

 
The Outcome 
 
Scope of the Festival 
 This year, the festival programme consisted of 17 events over the 8 days 

(see list at Annex A).  These ranged from small events aimed at 10-20 
people up to the very large events (May Fair: 4000; Mayfest: 2000; Golden 
Hill: 600)  

 Festival events were run by 13 different local community groups and 
businesses.   

 This year, the NP did not run any events of its own - the decision was 
made earlier this year to move the Super Forum event to September to 
reduce the risk of low-turn out, and to allow time for the committee 
members to focus on promoting the festival.  

 Around half of the events were put on specifically for the festival.  The 
remainder were happening already but the organisers agreed to schedule 
it within festival week and brand it as part of the festival.  

 Broadly speaking, the headline events of the festival were the pre-existing 
events, with the extra events providing the infill and variety to reach a 
wider section of society. 

 Two events were subsequently cancelled by event organisers - one due to 
poor weather, and one due to technical problems with the site. 

 
Marketing 
Promotional activity consisted of: 



- Distribution of approx 15000 programmes at the earlier festival events, 
and in cafes, hairdressers and other public spaces. 

- Promotional pieces in all 3 local magazines - Bishopston Matters; BS6 
and Bishopston Voice. 

- Full details on the BCRNP website. 
- Regular posts on our BCRNP Facebook page and Twitter account. 
- Posters in a few prominent places - Redland station, park railings, 

community noticeboards, Chatsworth Homes bath development 
hoardings, and committee member fences. 

- Coverage in the Neighbourhood Partnership e-newsletter. 
- Mentions in e-newsletter issued by some of our local councillors to their 

constituents. 
 
Budget 

- The committee applied for and was granted £995 from the Wellbeing 
budget. 

- Printing of 20000 programmes and the outdoor posters cost £757.60 
- Bishopston Matters sponsored the festival yet again, in return for free 

distribution of some 3500 programmes direct to households. 
- We paid approx £200 for distribution of programmes to a further 6000 

households via BS6 magazine. This was a reduction we negotiated on 
standard rates. 

- BCC printed some leaflets and smaller posters in house. 
- The 4 volunteers on the committee also carried out many hours' work 

for free (up to around two hours a week each for 4 months) - approx 
120-150 hours in total. 

 
Results 
 
Events 
 The festival consisted of approximately half the number of events of 

previous years' festivals, and involved approx half the number of 
community groups. 

 Whilst this is disappointing in some ways, it did help maintain a clearer 
focus and we think this contributed to the success of the individual events. 
Turnout at events was generally very good. Only a couple of events 
reported lower turnout than hoped, although a reason for this is likely to be 
somewhat limited event-specific marketing carried out by the event 
organisers to supplement the committee's festival-wide marketing efforts.  

 
NP Awareness & Outreach 
 The marketing plan was more targeted this year and seemed to have more 

effect. Anecdotally, awareness of the festival and of the NP amongst the 
general public seemed considerably higher this year. 

 The chart at Annex B shows the number of hits on our website - in the run-
up to the festival it goes up massively from about 30 users per day "normal 
usage" to a peak of 280 on the Monday bank holiday early in the Festival 
week.   

 The chart at Annex C shows our Facebook page reach - lots of activity 
around the festival time (starting from our initial post on 15th April, 

http://www.bcrnp.org.uk/


launching the festival marketing, which reached almost 400 people having 
been shared 3 times).  Page "likes" on the Facebook page increased from 
60 to 80 from mid March when we started Festival advertising to today - 
further evidence of increased awareness of the NP and our Facebook 
page as a communication channel worth tuning into.   

 The Facebook stats also show that our reach to different age groups 
peaks in the 35 – 44 range which is younger than the usual attendance at 
Neighbourhood Forums. Also high in 25-34 and 45-54 age ranges.  This 
suggests the festival activity is making a contribution to Neighbourhood 
Partnerships outreach work to connect with under-represented sectors of 
society. 

 Twitter stats show a similar increase in engagement, climbing in April to 
356 profile visits and 37 mentions, and similar in May with 313 profile visits 
and 33 mentions.  The top tweet directed people to the festival programme 
on the bcrnp website - this reached over 600 people.  Traffic on twitter has 
carried on into June with people who follow us being directed to the Library 
consultation - i.e. the twitter festival campaign has reached a wide group of 
people who continue to engage through that medium. 

 
NP Relationship with Community Groups 
 Some of the organisers of events specifically thanked us for the support 

and opportunity to be part of the Festival and therefore part of a bigger 
community effort - e.g. Glos Road Mayfest, Sustainable Redland Farmers 
Market, Friends of Horfield Common and Kelvin Players. 

 There was a sense that the festival committee provided cohesion, and 
impact, through the marketing that no single event on its own could do.  

 Committee communications with community groups was more streamlined 
and, on the whole, event organisers did a fair amount of event-specific 
advertising and mentioned the wider festival and NP more often than they 
had done so in previous years.  

 
Programme Management 
 The committee managed to keep to timetable better this year, partly due to 

reduced workload due to systems being honed now rather than invented 
from scratch, and also the welcome recruitment of a new volunteer to 
project manage the festival. 

 
Conclusions 
 Undoubtedly further raised awareness of the NP, and of the activities of 

other community groups. 
 Stronger connection between NP and community groups - although lots of 

scope to build on this, and not just at the time of the festival. 
 There seems definite value - to the NP and community groups - in 

continuing with another festival next year, but the biggest test of this will be 
whether the committee volunteers are be willing to invest such a significant 
amount of time year on year.  A decision will need to be taken in the 
Autumn. 

 
 



ANNEX A 
 

List of festival events 2015 
 
 

Sat 2nd May 
 Whiteladies Road Farmers' and Fair Trading Market 
 Glos Rd Central's Mayfest 
 
Sunday 3rd May 
 Bird Walk 
 
Bank Hol Monday 4th May 
 Redland May Fair 
 May Fair volunteering opportunities 
 
Tuesday 5th May 
 Qi' in the Park (rained off) 
 Baby Bounce & Rhyme 
 
Wednesday 6th May 
 Baby Bounce & Rhyme 
 Get Creative with Cob (cancelled due to site problems) 
 
Thursday 7th May 
Deliberately no events, so as not to clash with General & Local Elections 
 
Friday 8th May  
 Kid's class taster: Launchpad 
 Face-painting 
 
Saturday 9th May 
 Tartuffe – live rehearsal & theatre tours 
 The Golden Hill Community Garden Spring Fair 
 Horfield Common 5k community sponsored walk & cafe opening 
 Tennis in the Park 
 
Sunday 10th May  
 History Walk 
 Roda de Choro - brazilian music 



ANNEX C 
 

BCR Neighbourhood Partnership Facebook Stats during the festival 
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